Dermatofibrosarcoma Protuberans Hight Malignity Evolving In 2 Months with Pulmonary Metastasis
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Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is a relatively unusual, locally aggressive cutaneous tumor of intermediate malignancy rarely metastatic. We report the case of a 45-year-old chronic alcoholic tobacco patient with a highly malignant dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans at the level of the right shoulder evolving in two months with deterioration of the general state and a single nodule pulmonary metastasis at the level of the right middle lobe. MRI show subcutaneously located tumor extremely aggressive without deep muscle or bone extension. The R0 carcinogenic surgical excision of the tumor as well as the right pulmonary lobe was made. The survival of our patient was at 18 months marked by a local recurrence with multiple pulmonary metastasis.
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